What if there was a way to increase your sales
and delight your customers at the same time?
Traditional marketing techniques are becoming outdated as innovative digital delivery of
products and services becomes more paramount. In today’s world, customers value the
experience they have with the brand starting from the first interaction. The zero moment of
truth (ZMOT) happens with this first interaction when a customer explores and evaluates
your product or service, and the key driver to purchase in that moment is the experience
itself. But there is an inherent challenge in delivering the experience online.
That is where Beebot AI comes in. With the use of natural language processing, the
customer experiences a true humanised ‘guided shopping experience’ in a non-intrusive
but intuitive way.
Conversational AI powered
marketing is a revolutionary new way
to deploy computer programmes that
automate interactions with customers
and potential prospects and
supercharge revenue. Chatbots are
becoming a vital, powerful tool for
businesses to increase revenue based
on dynamic conversational
capabilities.
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Mobile App
Our tech has been built as a PWA app which means it can act as a mobile app which
can be launched from the home screen of your mobile. Feature rich providing an
engaging communication experience to your mobile anytime. A 24/7 on-demand Sales
and Marketing assistant for your customers:
One code base

All the benefits of a native app but without the cost

Quick and easy to install

Enables push notifications like a native app

Launches from your home screen

A consistent user experience across any device

Personalised Sales Assistant
The Engage Bot Interface
is there on your website
when viewed on any
device and through social
media channels such as
Facebook Messenger for
prospects and customers
to aid them through the
buying process. It
automates sales queries
offering a personalised
engaging experience,
navigating buyers to the
content they need ondemand and improving
sales conversion.

Personalised shopping and upselling
Accenture reports that “91% of consumers are more likely to shop with brands who
provide relevant offers and recommendations”. The Engage Bot Interface assists users
throughout the purchase process. Conversational AI helps capture users' preferences
by asking questions, identifies users' product interests, likes, and dislikes, and offers a
customised matching solution based on their shopping history and preferences to
provide reliable shopping recommendations. This means that users do not have to
make effort to find the right product or service suitable for them. The Engage Bot
Interface promotes your new products and services in an engaging way.

Personalised marketing campaigns
Through multi-channel targeted messaging, the Engage Bot Interface helps businesses
deliver engaging personalised campaigns that drive higher conversion. Businesses that
deploy Beebot Engage can communicate with users using our PWA mobile app experience,
delivering personalised notifications and campaigns using multi-media and providing users
with information and offers real-time through any device.

Customer and lead retention
Beebot Engage gathers data and drives quality leads adding to your pipeline using real-time
qualification. Through the Engage Bot Interface, you can encourage users to visit landing
pages where they can subscribe to a newsletter, download an eBook and auto sign-up and
onboard new customers. With Beebot Engage, you can engage and re-engage with an
impressive number of potential clients, ensuring that you stay in touch after initial contact,
giving you a better chance of initiating meaningful conversations.

The Engage Bot Interface provides an
exceptional and engaging marketing
campaign experience from the very
first brand interaction which is
personalised and can be pushed
across channels real-time. Drive
more leads, maximise sales
transactions and improve customer
retention.

Inject your digital sales agents into
your marketing campaigns, contact
Beebot AI below.
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